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Online Course Concerns at AU

• Course Experience/ Consistency
• Accessibility/ Compliance
• IELOL Project 2017
  • Review for ACCESSIBILITY using modified OSCQR rubric

OSCQR Rubric Customized for Accessibility
1. Team meets to go over OSCQR
2. Individuals review the course
3. Completed Rubrics are compiled
5. Instructor works with ITS and CAS to make adjustments
4. Team meets to discuss action plan
Progress & Moving Forward

**Progress**
- 17% Online Faculty Participation
- Captioning, Alt Tags, Improved Navigation
- Greater usability

**Related Achievements**
- Stipends Fall 2019
- Support from Provost
- Mandatory Training
- UDL Committee

**Future Goals**
- Increase Participation
- Increase Stipends
- Make Course Reviews Mandatory
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Your Institution

• Challenge
  • Positive change?
• Accessibility concerns
• Course Review Process
  • OSCQR, QM, something else?
Questions/ Contact

Meghanne Freivald
freivald@alfred.edu
Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website